
René Magritte was a Belgian-born artist who was known for his work with surrealism
as well as his thought-provoking images. Surrealism aims to revolutionize human
experience. It balances a rational vision of life with one that asserts the power of the
unconscious and dreams. After attending art school in Brussels, he worked in
commercial advertising to support himself while he experimented with his painting. In
the 1920s, he began to paint in the surrealist style and became known for his witty
images and his use of simple graphics and everyday objects, giving new meanings to
familiar things. With a popularity that increased over time, Magritte was able to pursue
his art full-time and was celebrated in several international exhibitions.

René François Ghislain Magritte was born in Lessines, Belgium, on November 21, 1898,
the oldest of three boys. His father’s manufacturing business at times allowed the
family to live in relative comfort, but financial difficulties were a constant threat and
forced them to move about the country with some regularity. Magritte’s young world
was dealt a far more destructive blow in 1912, when his mother committed suicide by
drowning herself in a river. Magritte found solace from the tragedy in films and novels
and especially through painting.

Despite having been diagnosed with pancreatic cancer in 1963, Magritte was able to
travel to New York City for a 1965 retrospective of his work at the Museum of Modern
Art. Magritte also explored other media during this time, making a series of short films
that featured his wife, Georgette, as well as experimenting with sculpture. After a
period of prolonged illness, on August 15, 1967, Magritte died at the age of 68. His work
proved to be a primary influence on pop artists such as Andy Warhol and has since
been celebrated in countless exhibitions around the world. The Magritte Museum
opened in Brussels in 2009.
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